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Welcome! 
 

February was an exciting month for UMATT; 

with reading week, design review #2, visitors from 

John Deere, and more! As usual, we will review our 

milestones, then we will recount the events of 

reading week, and finally, we’ll end it with some 

words for our sponsors & supporters. 

 

Milestones 
 

Recall our milestones: 

 

 Mechanical design finished by Jan. 18
th

 

 Ergonomics design finished by Feb. 1
st
 

 A rolling chassis and the drive-train running 

by Feb. 1
st
 

 Ballasts design finished by Feb. 22
nd

 

 Tractor built and running March 29
th

 

 

March 29
th

 is closing fast! We haven’t quite 

gotten our tractor out into the snow but we’ve done 

a few more drive-train tests and are finishing up 

designs of the Front Frame/Steering/Ergonomics 

portion of the tractor. With that said, we should 

probably reassess our milestones in response to 

these delays. 

 

Reading Week 
 

During Reading Week, members were working 

on a variety of tasks including building a battery 

mount, modifying the belt tensioner, writing an 

operator’s manual, fabricating the tuning fork, 

drawing models on SolidWorks, and many more. 

We also had our 2
nd

 design review on the 

Thursday of Reading Week. We received lots of 

great feedback in terms of manufacturability, 

rigidity, testing & development, and marketing. 

Group discussions such as these allow us to see 

things from a different perspective that we might not 

have and enable us to improve our designs. We 

would like to thank all those who participated in that 

design review. 

 

 
Design Review #2. 
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UMATT playing hockey at Silverstone Arena’s outdoor rink. 

On the morning of Saturday the 21
st
, Silverstone 

Arena hosted the annual UMATT Reading Week 

Classic. It was a heated battle between the rival 

captains Matt and Sam. Blades were scrapping, 

sticks were slashing, and the puck was flying. After 

an hour or so of beating each other up, team Sam 

(Sam, Parker, and Pieter) destroyed team Matt 

(Matt, Tyler, Ray) and claimed bragging rights until 

the next time they face off. 

 

John Deere 
 

Late in the month, we had two visitors from 

John Deere give a small presentation on their 

experiences in the agricultural industry with 

emphasis on the business side of agriculture. At the 

end of the presentation, they said they were more 

than happy to come back and give additional 

presentations on other aspects of the industry such 

as technology, data acquisition, and more. We 

would like to thank Tien and Andrew for coming 

out to present. We look forward to meeting again. 

 

UMATT Field Trip 
 

Although technically not in February (March 

1
st
), members of UMATT had a great opportunity to 

visit, and work on, a real life farm. One of the first 

things we did when we got there was get to work in 

the cow pen. 

 

 
Stephens Family Farm. 

We were literally working beside cows for most 

of the day; the Stephens requested our help in 

relocating a number of “cow barriers.” Later, in the 

afternoon, the Stephens provided us with lunch. 

After fuelling up (and warming up), we spent some 

amount of time chipping ice off the sides of two 

drinking fountains. The fountains were heated but 

their bases were not and after months of freezing, 

there was a large buildup of ice. Special thanks to 

the Stephens family for this great sponsorship 

opportunity. 

 

-- 

 

Be sure to read the April issue for updates on 

testing, building, sponsorship, and more! 

 

 


